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I FELL IN LOVE… 

 
 I fell in love on a mountain trail in Bolivia.  My friends and I rounded a cor-

ner into a group of about fifteen llamas, all calmly watching these odd outliers with 

our giant packs and clunky boots.  I’d never seen a llama close up, and I couldn’t 

take my eyes off those graceful necks and deep, liquid eyes. They were so serene..  

They watched us for a few minutes and resumed grazing. I knew almost nothing 

about llamas, but I was in love. 

 

My husband and I bought a small farm in Bellingham and spent the next few years 

pulling rusted farm equipment out of the earth, marveling at the concept of our-

selves as farmer wannabes.  We got fences up and started calling the fenced areas 

pastures. Soon we were launched –two llamas came to live in our sorry little barn. .  

Our little group soon grew to ten llamas, mostly because we got addicted to the ba-

bies, and then it decreased to a more manageable five as sanity gradually prevailed.  Years passed, and now 

the three old “pasture potatoes” in my yard are among my best friends. 

 

That’s how I got lucky enough to share life with these beautiful and complex creatures.  They’ve helped me 

stay sane ever since. 

 

Llamas are tough, with thick coats that let them sit happily through deluges and hailstorms.   And they’re gen-

tle enough to sleep with a toddler.  My little daughter’s special llama had no time for me, but when she 

walked into the pasture holding his halter, he would walk to her and lower his head so she could put it on him.  

Llamas usually stay a few feet away from each other and from people, but the herd gathered round when I 

walked into the barn in tears, and they stayed with me.  Llamas have very distinct individual personalities, and 

each approached me in its own way, looked at me briefly, and slipped back into the group around me.  I felt so 

much better. 

 

For llamas, it’s all about the group.  For ten thousand years, they’ve flourished in high mountain territory 

where life is hard, and they’ve done it as plant eaters, not predators. Facing a threat, a llama’s first protection 

is to run.   They run and live as a group, and the group’s leadership is critical for everyone’s survival. 

 

In Whatcom County, where the livin’ is easy, it’s not about survival for most llamas, but these instincts are 

very much alive.  And the group process is as complex as ours.  The group establishes a pecking order and re-

establishes it every time a new llama joins or leaves the group. There are several hierarchies, depending on the 

situation.  When there’s a threat, the best fighters move to the front, followed by the young males, while the 

mamas and babies stay behind.  On the trail, the strongest and happiest animals stride to the front of the line, 

and if you try to change their order for human reasons, all the llamas dawdle, refuse to walk, and generally 

make life difficult for everyone until they get back in the proper order.  When the leader takes a bathroom 

break, everyone takes a bathroom break. Back home in the barn, a pregnant or nursing llama generally domi-

nates, but not always.  The top llamas get to eat first, but llamas are browsers, not clear-cutters, so there’s al-

ways some left for the others. 

 

This group process is so like ours, and yet so different.  Llamas are unique, complex personalities, but that 

doesn’t seem to be a priority for them.  Their focus is the group.   You can see how this has enabled their spe-
(Continued on page 3) 

The President’s Column 
  By Deborra Garrett 

  WCBA President 2012 
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cies, which has so few direct defenses, to survive over the millennia.  And survive they do – in a group. 

 

On the other hand, it’s hard to picture people of our culture, which places so much importance on individual 

expression, living by this kind of norm.  (That’s especially true for the lawyers – I picture us arguing with the 

leader on virtually every decision, and never, ever, taking a bathroom break on cue.)   In high school social 

studies I was taught that law is the process of balancing the rights of the individual with the rights of the so-

ciety.   I value individual rights enormously, and knowing llamas has given me some insights about the other 

half of the balance. It’s a fascinating, ongoing question, and as is often the case, we have 

a lot to learn from the “dumb animals” with whom we share our world. 

(Continued from page 2) 

The Nook: Law Library News  by Virginia Tucker 

 

Law Library: New computers, new printer/copier, new workspaces! 
 
 The Law Library has been reborn! We now have a copier again—and so much more. 
Thanks to a special technology fund for replacing antiquated computer equipment, the public 
access computers have been replaced and the printer has been replaced with the printer/copier/scanner. (When our old 
copier died a couple years ago, our budget did not have room for a new one.) Even the old monster monitors, deeper 
than they were wide, have been replaced with 17-inch flatscreens. To top it off, we were able to find low-cost furniture 
at the end of 2011 so that you now have privacy and space to spread out when working on pleadings and doing re-
search. No more bumping elbows. There are three library-style study carrels, one for each computer. 
 
Come on it and see the new workspace! Many of you already use the Law Library as your “second office”—for the rest 
of you, come in and see why. Now you also have another place in the Courthouse to make copies (10 cents/page).  
Remember, the library has highspeed wireless, Westlaw, and Lexis (Shepard’s), too! 
 

Before:        After: 
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What We Looked Like 20 Years Ago…  Part 4   (more to follow each month) 

Stolen at gunpoint from the archives of past Bar President, David Nelson. 
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Poetry Corner:   
As selected by Rajeev! 

 

Bashō 
 

 Now then, let's go out. 
 To enjoy the snow... Until...  
 I slip and fall!   
     [written in 1688] 
 
An old poem by Bashō, and perhaps its subject matter shall not grace us for another nine months. 

 

 Matsuo Bashō (Japan, 1644 – Nov. 28, 1694) is considered to be one of the greatest haiku authors to 

have ever lived.  This fact, tends to be neglected when most of us who were raised in this country learn 

about haikus in the 6th Grade, much like Shakespeare is not mentioned when we prepare for our elemen-

tary school class plays.  Luckily for us, while there are many forms of Japanese poetry we are unfamiliar 

with, Bashō specialized in the type of poems made up of a 5 syllable, 7 syllable, 5 syllable pattern that 

most school children learn at this time of year when Japanese cherry trees are in blossom.  This pattern, 

when standing alone, is known as a haiku. 

 

 Bashō had a tumultuous life.  Born to an impoverished family of the declining Samurai class, he 

ended up as a servant to a more prosperous man who happened to have connections and shared a love of 

haikus.  At the time, haikus were not considered to be high art and the untimely death of his master and 

mentor left his life in a tumultuous chaos that is not well documented and which he was secretive about.  

Rumors included an affair with Shinto nun, failed attempts to secure a position as a Samurai official, and a 

period of fascination to distraction "with the ways of homosexual love."  Some of these rumors were fu-

eled by Bashō’s own ambiguous and mysterious comments.   

 

 Despite being young, his publications took off, and then be-

came famous for his lengthy cross-country trips in an era where ban-

ditry was rife; while his life was beset by constant tragedy he went 

onward in life, turning his haikus from a mere personal pleasure and 

commercial enterprise to a form of self-therapy to help him find 

peace. 

 

 In honor of spring and all the lawyers who garden, Bashō re-

flecting on his own spring gardening: 

 
 By my new banana plant.  
 The first sign of something I loathe… 
 A miscanthus bud!  
      [written in 1680] 

  
        *Miscanthus is apparently some form of wild invasive grass. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miscanthus
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a7/MatsuoBashoChusonji.jpg
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=cherry+blossoms&view=detail&id=E14A43BA7DEBD8B7CE7DA10C0446CD35789805BF&first=31&FORM=IDFRIR
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Office Space Available –  Bellingham Towers -  Nancy at 647-1916, ext. 112; Or email 

nancy@hollanderinvestments.com   119 N. Commercial Street – downtown!  Conference Room avail-

able for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants.  New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 

24h! 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
Free to all WCBA members & firms 

e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to: 

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 

by the 15th of the preceding month 

Questions? Call 360 527-9400 

Adoption Services Provider 
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent 

adoptions.  JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW.  25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360-

714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com 

The Best Location for attorney, Office for lease: Across the street from the Court House. 

1500sf. $1.30 p/sf + NNN(W/S, INS, PROPERTY TAX.  3 OFFICES,+ 3 OPEN DIV. OFFICES STOR-

AGE RM  W/SHELVES, COUNTER TOP W/SINK + CABINET.   CENTRAL HEATING/AIRCON, 

skylight , private parking space available, 5 years no increase rent base. 

 Address : 217 prospect St. Bellingham, Right next to Bail -Bond Company. 

Please contact us 360-734-8127, Attention: Jung or Erin at Attorney Matthew W. Peach's law office. 

Two offices for rent in high visibility executive suites office building: next to the post office on Pros-

pect Street and across the street from the courthouse and jail.  Tenant will have shared use of two con-

ference rooms, receptionist to answer phone and greet clients.  These offices have their own individual 

thermostats to control heat and air conditioning.  Signage is available for business name and free park-

ing for clients.  Permitted parking is available for tenant.  One office is 152 sq feet for $550 per 

month.  The other office is 208 sq feet for $775 per month.  The monthly rental amount includes heat, 

electricity, water, sewer, garbage, and internet access. Call Katti Esp at (360) 715-3100. 
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Adoption Services Provider 
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent 

adoptions.  JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW.  25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360-

714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com 

 The April edition of De Novo is now available online! 
 By Joel Matteson (jmatteson@tariolaw.com ) 

 

 

 Curious about what life is like for your colleagues throughout the State? Have a case in an-

other county and need to navigate unfamiliar procedural territory? Looking for a great place to 

take that long overdue weekend getaway? 

 

Click here to read the De Novo’s “Around the State” edition, including tips on practicing in unfa-

miliar counties, legal issues facing attorneys practicing in rural Washington, and where to go 

when you need a great weekend getaway. 

 

De Novo is the official publication of the Washington State Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Di-

vision, delivered electronically to Washington’s new and young attorneys every other month. The 

content is developed by a committee of newer attorneys with an eye towards the issues, skills, 

and events most relevant to lawyers in their first few years of practice.” 

 

Here is the link: http://www.wsba.org/News-and-Events/Publications-Newsletters-Brochures/De-

Novo 

mailto:jmatteson@tariolaw.com
http://www.wsba.org/News-and-Events/Publications-Newsletters-Brochures/De-Novo
http://www.wsba.org/News-and-Events/Publications-Newsletters-Brochures/De-Novo
http://www.wsba.org/News-and-Events/Publications-Newsletters-Brochures/De-Novo
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer 
 ~By Rajeev!  

 

 “Extreme Personalities”
 

 Subtitle:   We’re all insane, some of us are just better at hiding it. 

 

 I usually get the opportunity to write my ramblings in whatever 

handful of minutes I have before 4th Corner distributes the Journal, and I 

often get accused of following the lead of whatever the President has writ-

ten… even when I write my articles before I get the President’s article… 

which makes me think that the Office of the WCBA President includes ac-

cess to a hidden camera in my office.  This week, I did get to read Madam 

President’s article first; it really resonated with me and I was really tempted 

to write my own article on animals, specifically my Chinchilla roommate.  This month, however, has handed to me 

the theme of dealing with “crazy-people” as I seem to have been under siege from clients, opposing parties, oppos-

ing counsel and random encounters with people, all of whom have had… let’s say, “extreme personalities.” 1  

 

 One very nice thing about being a small-time country lawyer is the necessity of a broad practice, which 

comes with a broad and interesting cross-section of individuals.  Likewise, just by virtue of being a lawyer you get 

to run into a wide-range of eccentric opposing-counsel/party personalities– which is something you have no control 

over: you can always fire clients you don’t get along with or agree with.  Upon considering each potential client, a 

lawyer is duty-bound to consider if that client is competent enough to hire the lawyer.  This can be a difficult task, 

because any time a person has to hire a lawyer there is a good chance that they are in a relatively-traumatic experi-

ence that normal channels of discourse and problem solving have not overcome.  Particularly when it comes to fam-

ily law, individuals are often undergoing the unraveling of the very foundations of their reality– this kind of experi-

ence usually results in some form of temporary effects upon the mind, as would any great stress or trauma.  People 

who have to hire an attorney are often angrier, sadder, moodier and often act-out more than their contemporaries– 

this is natural, I would be really angry if I had to pay a lawyer my hourly-rate too! 

 

 This is all on a sliding continuum of course, just like dealing with opposing counsel– there are plenty of op-

posing counsel that are competent if difficult to get along with or wildly eccentric (I prefer, and even enjoy, the lat-

ter despite the extra effort required).  Sometimes, it is those clients that have been traumatized the most, or those 

whom because their extreme-personality is affecting their ability to communicate effectively, have the most genuine 

need for a lawyer.  As a prosecutor, I get to repeatedly see the heroic efforts of defense attorneys using all the skills 

and patience at their disposal to deal with extreme-personalities, whose 

extreme personalities have led them into conflict with the orderly rules 

of society and the law– I have a lot of admiration for this kind of con-

scientious difficult legal work, and try to gather the energy to emulate 

these attorneys. 2 

 

 It is not just in the context of law that I try to practice putting 

forward the extra energy it takes to work with extreme-personalities, 

because frankly, mental illness is rampant in our society and neglected 

mental illness is a great driver of poverty, homelessness, crime, disease 

and general misunderstanding.  Almost every extended family has had 

experience with serious mental illness of some kind, whether they have 

swept it under the rug or not, and I cannot imagine there is any family 

(Continued on page 11) 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=crazy&view=detail&id=FD472E98EDF8CC109E6CCF6E2EA89967FD0D3FA6&first=0&qpvt=crazy&FORM=IDFRIR
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=mental+asylum&view=detail&id=CD8BEB3BA408ADDB680DEE0D14BFC6E1CFACE3B1&first=61&FORM=IDFRIR
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that has not gone through some temporary trauma.  In fact, I have decided that pretty much everyone I have ever met 

is insane, and it is just that some of us are better at containing it than others.  Big-city lawyers from Bellingham, 

driven to become sociopaths by the hustle and bustle of their lives combined with the nature of their job, are clearly 

experts (to greater and lesser degrees) of containing the telltale extremes in their personalities. 

 

 In all seriousness though, one cannot work for the best interest of one’s cli-

ent and humanity as a whole, without considering the toll the legal process and its 

potential results have on a client.  Settlements and decisions to go to trial have to 

be more than mere quantified dollar figures and anticipation of IOLTA account 

transfers.  There must be, for the responsible lawyer, a balancing test involving 

everything else that affects the whole of the client including their health, both 

physical and mental, not just fiscal.  Even wealthy clients, who are eager to waste 

money on attorney fees, need to be halted by the honest voice of their legal coun-

selor who doubts that such action is in the holistic best interest of their client. 

 

 That is ultimately the biggest ethical crux facing individuals trying to both be businesspeople on one hand, 

and on the other trying to be a professionally responsible attorney-at-law bound to put client interests ahead of mak-

ing more money.  Minimizing attorney fees are, after all, in the best interest of the client. 
 

     ~RDM 
Endnotes 
1–  I’m not a mental health professional, so I don’t feel particularly bad at using the politically incorrect and insensitive term of 

“crazy,” but recognize that this is a sensitive topic; I also don’t want to be so clinical as to say “mentally ill,” so I am going 

with my own term of “extreme personalities.”  Feel free to send hate mail. 

2–  I should say though… as prosecutor I do get to deal directly with my share of pro se “independent sovereigns” with ex-

treme personalities too!  Can I have a reward cookie?  Or how about some reward bacon?: 

(Continued from page 10) 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=crazy&view=detail&id=1E661CE07028CE40D7D711D079B587E0A5751132&first=0&qpvt=crazy&FORM=IDFRIR
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The Following op-ed is a rebuttal to the article published in-part last month critiquing King 

County’s Family Law Commissioners use of protection orders. 

 
 

Direct Rebuttal  
by Washington State Coalition Against Domestic Violence  

 

 We have deep concerns about Nina Shapiro’s January 18th article “Ripped 

Apart.” 

 

 Ms. Shapiro makes the important point that family court is significantly under-

resourced, and decisions are being made about “the most precious relationships in 

people’s lives” with hearings that are far from comprehensive. Yes. This is a real 

problem in King County and across our state. 

 

 But Ms. Shapiro goes on at great length about how domestic violence allega-

tions are used to manipulate the courts against dads and draws conclusions by pre-

senting one side of the story. The Washington State Domestic Violence Fatality Re-

view has studied domestic violence homicides over the course of twelve years in fif-

teen Washington counties. Inter-disciplinary groups reviewing these homicides 

found time and again that―even with the most violent abusers―courts failed to 

adequately address victim’s safety concerns and failed to understand how abusers’ 

controlling and violent behavior threatened the safety and well-being of their chil-

dren. These findings are completely ignored by Ms. Shapiro. 

 

 We routinely hear about attorneys advising victims NOT to talk about the 

abuse they have experienced because it will bias the court against them. They re-

main silent out of fear that the court will think they are lying or trying to manipulate 

the system.  

 

 This silence hurts children. 

 

 We agree that family court needs to be improved. But, whenever allegations of 

domestic violence are present, the focus should be on safety and the best interest of 

the children. We encourage The Weekly to exercise better judgment and present bal-

anced material on matters such as this. 

 

http://www.wscadv.org/
http://www.seattleweekly.com/2012-01-18/news/ripped-apart/
http://www.seattleweekly.com/2012-01-18/news/ripped-apart/
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Civil Procedure Corner:  Offers of Settlement in Cases of $10k or Less 

By Bryan L. Page * 

 

 Last month we discussed how the Offer of Judgment rule in CR 68 can be 

used by defendants to either force settlement or shift the costs of litigation to a 

plaintiff.  You will remember that CR 68 can only be used by a party “defending 

against a claim.”  1  There is a similar statutory scheme in RCW 4.84.250–.300 re-

garding offers of settlement that can be used by both plaintiffs and defendants.  

Unfortunately, this scheme only applies to damage actions of $10,000.00 or less. 

 

The statutory scheme begins in RCW 4.84.250, which provides that in cases 

where the amount pleaded by the prevailing party is $10,000.00 or less, “there 

shall be taxed and allowed to the prevailing party as a part of the costs of the ac-

tion a reasonable amount to be fixed by the court as attorneys’ fees.”  Use of the 

word “shall” mandates fees to the prevailing party pursuant to the statute.  2 

 

Determining the Prevailing Party 

 

The plaintiff is deemed the prevailing party “when the recovery, exclusive of costs, is as much as or more than 

the amount offered in settlement by the plaintiff.”  3  Courts have interpreted this provision to mean that a pre-

vailing plaintiff “must make a settlement offer in order to qualify for a fee award.”  4  If the plaintiff does not 

make a settlement offer, the plaintiff will not be entitled to fees. 

 

The defendant is deemed the prevailing party “if the plaintiff . . . recovers nothing, or if the recovery, exclu-

sive of costs, is the same or less than the amount offered in settlement by the defendant.”  5  Unlike a plaintiff, 

a prevailing defendant need not make a settlement offer to qualify for a fee award.  6 

 

Making Settlement Offers 

 

Under the statute, a party must wait until 30 days after service and filing of the summons and complaint before 

making an offer of settlement.  7  But an offer must be served on the adverse party at least 10 days prior to trial.  
8  The statute also mandates that “[o]ffers of settlement shall not be filed or communicated to the trier of the 

fact until after judgment.”  9  The clear language of RCW 4.84.280 prohibits the trial court from learning of 

any settlement offers until after the judgment has been signed.  10  Communicating a settlement offer to the 

trial court before judgment may prevent a party from obtaining attorney fees under RCW 4.84.250.  11 

 

As with offers of judgment pursuant to CR 68, the contents of an offer of settlement is important.  Where the 

settlement offer offers to settle “all claims,” that offer includes settlement of any claim for attorney fees.  12  If 

such a settlement offer is made and accepted, the plaintiff cannot recover attorney’s fees pursuant to RCW 

4.84.250.  13 

 

Additionally, an offer of settlement must notify the opposing party that attorney fees will be sought under 

RCW 4.84.250–.300 if the offer is not accepted.  14  If an offer of settlement contains no mention of the conse-

quences of not accepting the offer, or reasonable attorney fees, or the statutory authority, the prevailing party 

will not be entitled to attorney fees under these statutes.  15  Therefore, at the very least, an offer of settlement 

should include reference to the statute. 
(Continued on page 14) 
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Application of the Statute 

 

The offer of settlement statute applies to both tort and contract actions.  16  It applies whether the action is com-

menced in district court or superior court.  17  The statute applies even if the plaintiff is seeking other relief be-

sides damages, such as an injunction.  18 

 

In determining whether the amount pleaded is within the $10,000 limit, “only a party’s basic claim for dam-

ages” should be considered.  19  A plea for attorney fees should not be included in the $10,000 limit.  20  There-

fore, the statute will apply in a case where the plaintiff prays for relief in the amount of “$10,000 , together 

with . . . reasonable attorney’s fees and costs. . . .”  21 

 

However, the statute does not apply if a complaint does not plead a specific amount of damages but rather 

leaves the amount “to be proven at trial.  22  Thus, for the statute to apply a specific amount of damages must 

be plead and that amount must be $10,000 or less. 

 

Conclusion 

 

“The intent of the [offer of settlement] statute is to enable a party to pursue a meritorious small claim of 

$10,000 or less without seeing the award diminished in whole or in part by legal fees.”  23  The offer of settle-

ment scheme “is designed to promote nonjudicial determination of court actions and to discourage resistance 

to just claims for damages in cases in which litigation costs may well exceed the amount involved.”  24   

 

The offer of settlement can be useful in cases of $10,000 or less.  However, like with offers of judgment in CR 

68, care must be taken in drafting pleadings and settlement offers to ensure the statutory provisions will apply. 

 

 

 

 * Bryan Page is an associate at Zender Thurston, P.S. and practices civil trial and appellate litiga-

tion in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business, commercial, and real estate disputes.  

He can be reached at (360) 647-1500 or bpage@zenderthurston.com. 
 

 

Endnotes 
1.  CR 68. 

2.  Mackey v. Am. Fashion Inst. Corp., 60 Wn. App. 426, 429, 804 P.2d 642 (1991). 

3.  RCW 4.84.260. 

4.  In re Estate of Tosh, 83 Wn. App. 158, 165, 920 P.2d 1230 (1996). 

5.  RCW 4.84.270. 

6.  Tosh, 83 Wn. App. at 165. 

7.  RCW 4.84.280. 

8.  Id. 

9.  Id. 

10.  Hanson v. Estell, 100 Wn. App. 281, 290, 997 P.2d 426 (2000). 

(Continued from page 13) 
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Lawyers in Popular Culture:  Drunk Vegas Lawyer Causes Mistrial  
By Spencer McGrath-Agg 
(360) 602-1722 

spencer.mcgrath.agg@gmail.com 

 

 

 There are four YouTube videos of this episode that took place before a kidnapping trial. In sum, there are 

over a million views. I’ll admit that my first instinct was to laugh, but now that I’ve watched all four parts it’s more 

of a tragic comedy. 

 

 

Part I – 654,435 YouTube views – link! 

 

“I’m going to address you first because I understand you might have some problems this morning.” This is probably 

a sign that things are not going to go well. Our colleague in Las Vegas goes on to explain to the judge that he was 

rear-ended while driving to court. He further informs the judge that a good Samaritan gave him a ride to the court 

house and the other driver took off. 

 

“You called the police, obviously.” 

 

“I did not.” 

 

Really? 

 

Joseph Caramagno, the “Drunk Vegas Lawyer,” has a philosophical objection 

to calling the police. When the judge asks for an underlying reason, his answer 

is that his car is located on Rancho, west of Sahara. He drives a 2006 Audi. 

 

At this point, the judge seems more concerned with his health. Joseph agrees with the judge that he needs medical 

attention, but insists that he is ready to go forward. “Judge, I’m willing to play hurt.” Does anyone know if this guy 

wants to join my hockey team? As he has had “multiple concussions before,” I think he would fit right in. 

 

*Gasp! He played professional ice hockey! And he’s going to have plenty of spare time because right after that he 

“made a real good record for ineffective assistance of counsel.” The first act closes with the judge asking to see eve-

ryone in chambers. 

 

 

Part II – 236, 535 views on YouTube 
 

After being checked out by the nurse, Joseph is told that he needs to be seen by a doctor. The judge then tells him 

that his partner’s dad is a doctor, and she called his partner to make the appointment. The audience learns that a third 

car was involved in the accident. A sheriff tells the court that Joseph said he had to wait two hours for the police. Jo-

seph responds by saying that he was speculating about how long it would take the police to arrive. The person who 

escorted Joseph to court tells the judge, among other things, that she has never dated Joseph. 

 

“You know, Mr. Caramango, you told me she was your ex-girlfriend.” 

 

“Ahh… I, uhhh….” 

“And so now I am very upset with you.” 

 
(Continued on page 16) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yV2qtvbIPFE
http://farm1.static.flickr.com/208/484091473_22fbacd41f.jpg


Joseph’s backpedaling resumes as the judge learns that he just met the good Samaritan who escorted him to the 

courthouse. He rebuts the judge’s assertion that he doesn’t even know his companion by insisting that he has known 

her for twenty minutes. 

 

 

Part III – 179,836 YouTube views 
 

This act begins with the judge explaining to Joseph that she has never held an attorney in contempt for being late. 

The judge then inquires about who Joseph was talking to on the phone in chambers. He was talking to his girlfriend. 

 

“Oh, your real girlfriend?” 

 

One thing a viewer will notice is that this spectacle is beginning to draw a larger audience. More and more sheriffs 

seem to be appearing and uncomfortably snickering at the sideshow. The prosecutors make their first meaningful 

statements and do an excellent job preserving the integrity of the proceedings. Since the start of the hearing, they 

have initiated an investigation. Unfortunately for Joseph, some inconvenient details are revealed. First, there was no 

rear end damage to the car, only front-end damage. Second, the car is not registered to Joseph, but to someone 

named “Chris.” 

 

 

Part IV – 337,780 YouTube views 
 

A deputy stands next to Joseph as he argues with the judge, still insisting that he can competently represent a client 

facing a life sentence. Even though it hasn’t been mentioned, you know the sobriety test is coming. The judge rattles 

off Joseph’s laundry list of misrepresentations and concludes that once everything is dealt with her desire will be to 

help Joseph. 

 

The gallery of spectators has grown even larger to watch the deputy administer the sobriety test. The judge gives Jo-

seph the (practical) advice that I used to give after studying first-year criminal procedure. “Mr. Caramagno, if I were 

you I would just be quiet at this point.” At the thrilling climax, the judge reveals Joseph’s blood alcohol content. 

“For the record your blood alcohol is a point-O-seven-five.” It ends with Joseph refusing to admit that he is drunk 

and insisting that he can go forward with the case. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Anyone who has seen (and remembers) The Mighty Ducks, knows that this is a case of life imitating art. Joseph en-

tered rehab after the hearing and tried to rebuild his career. "There is really no choice," Caramagno said. "The op-

tions are go back to alcohol and drugs, put a bullet in your head, or go forward with your life, and the other two are 

not options to me. I have to go forward, and I have to get back slowly what I gave away. I'm not going to run away 

from this." 1  Because I love that quote, I hope Joseph doesn’t give up. Six years have passed since that article was 

written. Joseph Caramagno is listed as “Attorney Disability Inactive” on the Nevada State Bar’s website. 
 

 

 

Endnotes 
1.  See Puit, Glen, Attorney who came to court drunk now sober, committed to rebuilding career, Las Vegas Review Journal, Nov. 16, 

2006.  

 

  

  

(Continued from page 15) 
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Police take on rising wave tide detergent theft 
Full article at The Daily 

 

NEW YORK – Law enforcement officials across the US have been 
left baffled by a crime wave targeting an unlikely item -- Tide laun-
dry detergent. 
 
Theft of Tide detergent has become so rampant that some cities 
are setting up special task forces to stop it and retailers like CVS 
are taking special security precautions to lock down the liquid. 
 
One Tide thief in West St. Paul, Minn., stole $25,000 of the product 
over 15 months before he was arrested last year. 
 
"That was unique that he stole so much soap," said West St. Paul 
Police Chief Bud Shaver.  "The name brand is [all] Tide. Amazing, 
huh?" 
 
Tide has become a form of currency on the streets. The retail price is steadily high -- roughly $10 to $20 a bottle -- and 
it's a staple in households across socioeconomic classes. 
 
Tide can go for $5 to $10 a bottle on the black market, authorities say, and some thieves even resell it to stores. 
 
"There's no serial numbers and it's impossible to track," said Detective Larry Patterson of the Somerset, Ky., Police 
Department, where authorities have seen a huge spike in Tide theft. "It's the item to steal." 
 

 

————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

The Chocolate Diet? 
By ANAHAD O'CONNOR 

Full article at The New York Times 

 

 A new study shows that people who eat chocolate fre-
quently have lower body mass indexes than those who eat it less 
often. The researchers could not explain precisely why something 
usually loaded with sugar, fat and calories would have a beneficial 
effect on weight. But they suspect that antioxidants and other 
compounds in chocolate may deliver a metabolic boost that can 
offset its caloric downside. 
 
 Chocoholics may know that in recent years chocolate has 
been linked to a growing list of health benefits. Studies have 
found, for example, that regularly eating chocolate may lower 
blood pressure and cardiovascular risk, and improve cholesterol 
and insulin regulation. 
 
 Although the new study is among the first to look at chocolate’s effect on weight, the findings “are compatible 
with other evidence showing favorable metabolic effects that are known to track with body mass index,” said Dr. Bea-
trice A. Golomb, lead author of the study and an associate professor of medicine at the University of California, San 
Diego. 
 
 Dr. Golomb’s study, published in Archives of Internal Medicine and financed by the National Institutes of 
Health, involved roughly 1,000 adults. The researchers looked at data on how often they exercised, the amount and 
type of calories they ate — including a breakdown of the types of dietary fat they consumed — and how their health 
and weight related to their chocolate intake. On average, the subjects were middle-aged, exercised about three times 
a week and ate chocolate about twice a week. There was no breakdown of the kinds of chocolate they ate, whether 
dark, milk or white. 

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/03/12/police-take-on-rising-wave-tide-detergent-theft/?cmpid=prn_aol&icid=maing-grid7%7Cmain5%7Cdl1%7Csec1_lnk2%26pLid%3D142914#ixzz1owpSHzN9
http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/03/26/the-chocolate-diet/?emc=eta1
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=tide&view=detail&id=41CEC670F8538ABA8D4F9D20FBD4B7C249CED050&first=0&qpvt=tide&FORM=IDFRIR
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=chocolate&view=detail&id=FBEFCA53285B9208C0D9D7EEFCE3C82FAADBCC81&first=31&FORM=IDFRIR
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Bratlien Law Firm 
 

DUIs, Felony, Misdemeanor, Traffic, 

Vacate/Seal Records,  

& 

Restore Firearms Rights 
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Whatcom County Bar Association—The Minutes 

March 7, 2012 

 

 
 
Minutes on file with Secretary Jennifer Willner 

Northwood Hall, Bellingham, Washington 



Advertise in  
the Newsletter 

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION! 

Admit it.  You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s 

going on.  So does everyone else.  If you have a service to 

offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or 

if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper, 

easier way to do it. 

1/2 

1/4 

1/8 

1/8-page . . . $35/mo. 
2.46”H x 3.86”W 

1/4-page . . . $50/mo. 
5.00”H x 3.86” W 

1/2-page . . . $75/mo. 
5.00” H x 7.90” W 

full page . . . $100/mo. 
10.00” H x 7.90” W 

 

And it’s easy to place your ad 
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG, 

.GIF or .pdf file to: 

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 

We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you.  Pre-size the ad if you 

know how.  Otherwise, tell us the size you want.  Questions?  E-

mail Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call  (360) 

332-7000 . 


